Valx Drum axles

Valx axles. The smart alternative.

A fresh approach with proven methods and trusted components
VALX offers a 9-tonnes trailer axle range with 19,5 or 22,5 inch
wheel sizes. The Drum range consists of 360x200 mm or
420x180 mm brake sizes. By using proven concepts and
components from established European suppliers,
VALX offers safety, durability and low Total Cost of
Ownership levels over many years of operation.

T

extar is manufactured by the TMD Friction
Group, one of the world’s largest producers of
brake friction materials. Textar is TMD Friction’s
leading brand for commercial vehicle
applications, and is fitted by leading brake
and vehicle manufacturers worldwide.
70% of Europe’s commercial vehicles fitted
with linings are originally equipped with Textar.
Textar is at the forefront of disk brake
technology, and is the leading OEM supplier
in the rapidly growing commercial vehicle
disk brake segment.

The specially designed drum brakes
offer high efficiency and stability,
for consistent, predictable brake
performance.
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DL Weweler - ‘the masters of suspension’ - is the
only European spring manufacturer with its own
range of air suspension system solutions, all based on
the use of its own parabolic trailing arm design. The high
level of modularity allows only two different suspension
units to be used for all trailer ride heights and wheel
offsets, reducing the component count and simplifying
parts logistics. Outstanding strength is ensured by the
axle clamping, which requires no welds or U-bolts.

The VALX groove is
forged in the axle beam.
Outstanding strength
is ensured by the axle
clamping, which requires
no welds or U-bolts.

Valx Disk axles

Valx axles. The smart alternative.

A fresh approach with proven methods and trusted components
VALX offers a 9-tonnes trailer axle range with 19,5 or 22,5 inch wheel sizes.
The Disk range consists of 430 mm or 370 mm brake sizes. By using proven concepts
and components from established European suppliers, VALX offers safety, durability
and low Total Cost of Ownership levels over many years of operation.

T

imken is a global bearing and
friction-management leader, and
supplies the specially machined,
high-durability tapered roller wheel
bearings specified for first fitment on
the VALX axles. These are based on
widely used industry-standard bearing
types, and are also available as spare
parts through the Europe-wide VALX and
Timken service networks.
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KF is a leading global supplier of bearings, seals
and related products. For the VALX axle hub SKF
supplies the specially developed Scotseal PlusXL,
made of high-temperature resistant, long-life HNBR
rubber, which is vital to exclude dirt and moisture from
the wheel bearings. Together with the bearings
themselves, the seals are retained in place by a circlip
when the hub is removed, simplifying service and
maintaining the integrity and cleanliness of the hub
assembly.
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ABCO is a leader in heavy commercial vehicle
brake solutions, with a 140-year track record in
offering the optimum combination of weightand
performance. We selected WABCO disks, callipers and
related components as the basic fitment for our disk
brake axles. WABCO’s PAN 19-1 and PAN 22-1 calliper
types are standard fitment. Ventilated disks to VALX
design ensure excellent brake cooling. The universal
WABCO/VALX calliper is field-replaceable by other
standard components for optimum serviceability.

The axle beam is built in one of
the world’s newest and most
advanced factories. The seamless
cold-drawing process results in
an extremely strong non-welded
structure, eliminating possible
weakening.

